
 
 

Animal Walks 
Benefits of animal walks:  coordination, motor planning, strengthening, and stretching. 

Bear: Have your child walk on their hands and feet so they are bent in the middle.   Walking this way helps to 
stretch out hamstrings and calf muscles.  It also helps with balance, upper extremity weight bearing, total body 
coordination, core strength, and leg strength. 

Rabbit/Kangaroo: Have your child hop on two feet. For added effect you can have them hold their hands up in 
front of their chest since both animals have tiny arms.  This works on jumping, endurance, and leg strength. 

Dog/Cat: Crawling on hands and knees (although they could also be mouse or hamster, etc.).  This works upper 
extremity weight bearing, total body coordination with reciprocal movement, core strength, weight shifting, leg 
strength, and head and neck strength. 

Lizard: Have your child “commando” crawl on their belly.  This works on reciprocal total body coordination, 
weight and pelvis shifting, upper and lower extremity strengthening, and core strength. 

Crab: Have your child sit on their bottom and put their hands behind their tush, then lift their tush off the 
ground by pushing through their arms and legs.  Basically, they will be making a table with their body.  This 
one is really challenging because of the motor planning, so don’t let your child get discouraged.  Even if they 
start out scooting along and dropping their bottom, keep encouraging them over time to use their arms and legs 
to walk with, without their bottom hitting the floor! This really works their coordination, reciprocal movement, 
core strength, upper extremity weight bearing, and leg strength. 

Snake: Have your child lie on their belly and use their arms to push up their chest and then pull their self 
along.  It can look like the old break-dancing move, “The Worm,” but even the lift and pull will work to 
start.  This works on upper extremity weight bearing, coordination, and core strength. 

Duck: Have your child squat down so that their feet are flat on the floor but their bottoms are not on the 
floor.  Have them walk in this position (and add in arm flapping for good measure).  This really works on 
balance as well as stretching calf muscles, coordination, endurance, core muscle strength, and leg strength. 

Frog: Have your child squat down so their hands and feet are touching the floor with their knees bent.  Have 
them hop forward (use circles for lily pads if you can).  This works on leg and core strength and jumping. 

Bird: Have your child lie on their stomach and lift their head, arms, and legs up in the air.  If they can flap their 
arms also, that’s an added bonus!  This works on coordination and total body strength. 

Flamingo: Have your child stand on one foot.  Make sure you take turns between feet.  This works on balance, 
core strength, and endurance. 

Kangaroo:  Stand upright. Cross arms in front to make a pouch.  Jump as far as they can, keeping their feet 
together. 

Seal: Lay down on their stomach.  Cross legs.  Crawl along with hands, dragging legs. 

Elephant:  Stand upright.  Bend from the waist low to the ground.  Clasp hands in front to make the trunk.  
Swing arms back and forth slowly. 



 

Inch worm:  Position the same as touching toes.  Bend at waist.  Place hands on the floor with their feet out 
behind them.  Tiptoe up to hands.  Repeat. 

Log roll:  Lay on the floor.  Keep legs and arms straight and together.  Keep their body stiff like a log.  Roll 
over and over across the floor. 
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